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This annual event is the biggest dealer 
convention in the world. It provides delegates 
with seminars and workshops that cover 
‘best practice’ in areas such as business 
development, marketing, operations and 
strategic business management. There is also 
an exhibition of products and services specific 
to the motor retail market and an opportunity 
to network with other dealer groups from the 
UK and around the globe.

The atmosphere at NADA 2014 was very 
positive, reflecting a successful year for the 
American car industry, where vehicle sales and 
profitability increased. 

The title of this year’s conference – Accelerate 
Your Business – reflects the desire of 
the industry to sustain this growth and 

profitability. Just over 24,000 car dealers, auto 
industry executives and exhibitors from across 
the globe attended. The convention also 
hosted 1,500 international dealers from 36 
countries, including around 100 from the UK.

In the US, light vehicle sales totalled c15m 
in 2013, an increase of 8% over 2012. The 
forecast for 2014 is c16m, as the supply 
issues continue to recede, pent up demand 
is  fulfilled and cheap credit continues to be 
available. Many of the seminars presented 
were aimed at helping motor dealers continue 
to improve their business and I am pleased to 
provide a summary on the key workshops we 
attended. If you would like to discuss any of 
the material raised in this document please do 
not hesitate to contact either me or Steve Le 
Bas.

MALcoLM 
ThIxToN
head of Motor Retail

weLcoMe To  
NADA 2014 RevIew
The 2014 national automotive dealers association (nada) 
convention was hosted in new Orleans.
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SeLL MoRe cARS wITh GooGLe ANALYTIcS
chriS derinGer – ceO deaLerOn

Dealers spend on average 27% of their advertising spend on the internet. however consumers report that 
the ad source (if any) that led them to the dealership was the internet. So regardless where you spend your 
advertising budget, practically all of the consumers you reach with your marketing go to your website before 
your dealership. Dealers should therefore consider the effectiveness of their advertising spend.
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How to measure your site – Track your spend

Dealers should track every £ that the dealership spends on digital 
marketing. You can then measure how much value the traffic to 
each media outlet sends to your dealership. In addition for any 
media that you buy, you should require your vendor to tag the traffic 
that they send to your site so that you measure the goals and the 
values it produces.

How to measure your site – Set up a monthly scorecard of 
costs incurred

You should be able to track every £ of digital marketing spend on a 
monthly basis.

How to measure your site – measure changes and campaigns

Dealers should be tracking the change in value for any major change 
that you make to your website. has it made any difference to the 
success of your dealership? Google analytics continues to improve 
and dealers should make sure that they are using all its functionality.

chris finished giving a list of other handy Google analytical tools. 
These included using a landing page bounce report. This will tell 
dealers how many people go to their website but do not look any 
further. This should aim to be less than 20%.

Another tool was the use of heat maps – use this to see where 
people click on the website. what areas are the most popular?

From research carried out essentially all consumer comparison is 
carried out on the internet, So if your website and your internet 
sales process can compel a consumer to visit your showroom, your 
odds of selling them a car dramatically increase. If your website does 
not bring the consumer into the showroom you will miss 70% of all 
shoppers.

however even though the website is massively important, most 
dealers converting at less than 1.7%, with less than one in 50 dealer 
sites converting at 6%. Nearly all dealers do no formal website or 
digital marketing testing. Dealers should ensure they use things like 
Google analytics to drive their website success.

To ensure you have better website results than your competitors 
you need to measure, track and optimise.

How to measure the site
create goals

Dealers should track all website actions that they want the 
customers that they drive to their site to take.

Dealers should make a list of all consumer websites actions that 
represent benefit to the dealership and then work with their internet 
provider to implement these goals within Google analytics.

How to measure your site – assign values to goals

Dealers should value each goal appropriately relative to each other. 
I.e. perhaps a credit application is slightly more than a new vehicle 
lead or a customer view of a vehicle details page.

Source ‘Leading to dealer’ versus Spend  

dealers marketing mix has Shifted
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wINNING LeADeRShIP SKILLS AND USeD cAR STRATeGY
TOMMY GiBBS – TOMMY GiBBS & aSSOciaTeS

In the USA independent used car retailer’s account for 14 million of used car sales. Dealers should consider why 
are they ‘giving’ so many sales away. Dealers should review their trade out policy and consider whether they are 
giving retail opportunities away. 

a full explanation of the calculation of RoI is highlighted below

You should also review what cars you have sold by years. For 
example in 2013 in the USA, 2010 models were the bestselling 
used cars followed by 2009. ensure you have these in stock and are 
buying these aged cars. Furthermore, you should know what the ten 
best-selling used cars in these years are.

Do you ever review what you sell in 10, 20, 30 or 40 days of it being 
in stock. Is there a standard profile of what sells quickly and at the 
best margin?

There are three types of stock – fast moving, slow moving and dead 
stock. You need to identify which category your stocks fall into and 
action appropriately.

You should consider reviewing the used cars you have sold over 
the past couple of years. Similarly download information from the 
internet to see what are the hottest models in your market. This will 
influence your used car strategy.

The ageing profile of used cars is critical and having lots of cars 
greater than 60 days old is like having a noose around your head.

Furthermore dealers should review the average cost of their stock 
on a monthly basis. You will find the best retail month will have 
the lowest average cost and vice versa. If you work to reduce the 
average cost you will sell more cars and make more profit.

Tommy explained there are five key strategies to follow:

Turn the money
Dealers should review and measure the return on investment (RoI). 
This will include the cost per car and ageing. Low stock days and low 
cost of stock will increase the return on investment. The sweet spot 
for RoI is between 100% and 120%. 

USed – caR 
SaleS PRIce

USed – caR 
GRoSS PRoFIT ÷

coST/    
INveSTmeNT =

RaTe oF 
ReTURN oN 
USed – caR 

STocK 

NUmBeR oF 
daYS STocK 

Held x aNNUalISed =

GRoI (Gross 
Return on 

Investment
example 1 $14,500 $2,500 ÷ $12,000 = 20.8% 25 x 14.6 = 303%

example 2 $14,500 $2,500 ÷ $12,000 = 20.8% 60 x 6.8 = 141%

example 3 $30,000 $2,500 ÷ $27,500 = 9% 25 x 14.6 = 131%

example 4 $30,000 $2,500 ÷ $27,500 = 9% 60 x 6.8 = 61.20%
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wINNING LeADeRShIP SKILLS AND USeD cAR STRATeGY
TOMMY GiBBS – TOMMY GiBBS & aSSOciaTeS (continued)

Press down cost
calculate your average cost per unit sold on a monthly basis. Then 
ask yourself what can you do to press this cost down? The more you 
press this down the better off you will be. You will sell more volume 
and achieve higher gross margins.

attack the ten most expensive cars
•	 Get aggressive with the most expensive cars and attach them 

daily. Give details of these cars to each manager and price them 
up to sell as you want maximum urgency to get them sold. 
consider putting staff bonus money on the car to get them sold.

life cycle management
•	 From acquisition to being on the forecourt should be less than 

three days, however they should be on the internet with good 
quality photos immediately.

•	 It is important to note not every car should have a 60 day cycle. 
In some cases you should consider shorter periods i.e. 20 days 
especially when you purchased a car to make a deal happen, or 
the model has poor previous sales history, bad colour or you 
have no experience of the car, bad service history or potentially 
large repair bill.

•	 If you have a 60 day policy the most important point to consider 
is how many days are left in the cycle not how old they are.

•	 Not all cars should have a 60 day cycle and you should assign 
them different profiles i.e. early warning radar – 20 days, 
purchase cars 30 days, trade in cars 45 days.

•	 The impact of poor life cycle management is slow turn of stock, 
ageing issues, poor RoI, bad attitudes and ability to trade in the 
deal.

maximise the impact of the internet
•	 80% of people look for a used car on the internet. 

•	 You need to track your GAP (Give away profit). This is the 
difference between your internet price and your transaction 
price. The best used car dealers have prices on the internet that 
match prices on the vehicles on the forecourt.

Finally should dealers be re-thinking their pay plans. Should dealers 
consider paying bonuses based upon days in stock and discounts 
given on the sale and move away from the gross margin.

Finally Tommy discussed the key leadership qualities owners and 
dealer principals should have. They were as follows:

1. have a strategy – ensure the team buys into it

2. Be able to articulate your message

3. Be responsive

4. ensure you can empathise

5. Be introspective – what can you do better

6. enthusiasm matters

7. Must have discipline.
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ReTeNTIoN, ReTeNTIoN, ReTeNTIoN
Lee harKinS – ceO M5 MGT ServiceS inc

Retention is key to a successful dealership. The extended service intervals result in fewer visits to your 
dealership. The sales value per repair order is declining from an average of 2.5 hours per Ro to 1.3 hours in the 
USA. It now requires at least three customers today in sales value to make up for one customer in value five 
years ago.
This session focused upon the service team being able to create 
value to the customer. If the customer appreciated the value you are 
creating then the price point becomes less of an issue. The customer 
requires a higher level of perceived value, however if there is no 
perceived value then it results in a price discussion. This ultimately 
leads to discounting and lower profitability.

over the past few years there has been an increase in the number 
and success of the independent service providers and you have to 
work harder than ever to retain your customers. You have got to 
work hard to differentiate yourself and put value to the customer’s 
experience.

The service advisors should look to create the competitive difference 
from the independent service providers. These competitive 
differences could be:

•	 we use factory trained technicians

•	 communicate the depth of our skills to the customer

•	  we only use approved parts from the manufacturer

•	  how much money you have invested in special tools

•	  The number of cars you/your technicians have serviced

•	 The value of a manufacturer stamped service to the p/ex value.

The ultimate goal for everyone in the dealership is to see the 
customer with their next car purchased from your dealership. It 
is a fact that you achieve higher gross margins from returning 
customers.

You must clearly define customer retention, your staff must 
understand the importance and reason for this and ensure they are 
aware of the actions required to achieve this.

everyone should be unified in one common goal being:

‘earning the opportunity to serve the customer again based on the 
level of service provided during the current visit’.

Five things you must get right to be profitable:

1. hire the right people 
If they can’t smile for you they won’t smile for your customers. 
They do not have had to have worked in the industry

2. Develop a focus for the department 
Understand the mission: Profitability

3. change your operation to Market conditions
It’s not about price, it is about value. Processes and procedures 
must change with the market:

a. Diagnostic charges – consider free charge to ensure the car 
comes in

b. Tyre sales – 70% of people who buy tyres from your store will 
come back – Great retention tool

4. Develop written processes 
how does an employee know he/she has done a good job

5. People executing processes
All about accountability.

customer retention has to be your main focus in every transaction 
and every decision you make. Lee finished by saying you should 
develop a ‘single’ mentality versus a ‘home-run’ mentality. Trying to 
hit a home run with every customer will do nothing but drive them 
away. 
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TeN wAYS To eNhANce SeRvIce ReTeNTIoN AND PRoFITS
david MarTin – PreSidenT Mar-Kee GrOUP & rOBerT aTwOOd – nada acadeMY

Service is the backbone of any dealership with gross margins of over 70%. David argued that dealers should be 
looking at retention rates of 70%, currently in the US they are around 35%.

6. Share value before quoting price
value consists of quality, convenience, good service and fair 
price.

7. Automatically set up next appointment
choose the same day of the week and time for the customer, 
estimate the time interval and book the customer in for their 
next service before they leave the dealership.

8. offer an appointment to every caller
Simple but 60% of customers are not offered an appointment.

9. Use proper word choices
Avoid negative phrases/questions and acronyms. Use positive 
language.

10. Properly respond to objections
They both espoused the value of tyre sales stating the following 
statistics:

 – 15% of vehicles that come in for a service require tyres

 – 75% of customers purchase tyres from the first person who 
recommend them

 – 78% of customers have their vehicles serviced where they 
purchase the tyres.

They offered ten ways to enhance profitability:

1. hours of operation
These should meet or exceed hours of the sales department to 
ensure they are convenient for your customers. customers are 
busier than ever and you have to make it as stress free as possible 
for them.

2. New car seminars
Today’s vehicles are complex and the average customer is 
unfamiliar with new technologies. Invite new owners to return 
within 30 days to learn more about their car. This will improve 
the dealership’s cSI scores. This should be an educational not a 
selling opportunity.

3. Service ALL makes and models
Make sure your customers are aware of this; you should be a 
one-stop shop for all of the customer’s vehicles regardless of 
what they are driving. You already recon non-franchise cars so 
you already service all makes and models.

4. Service advisor walkaround
The service advisor has the greatest impact on the base 
retention. They should conduct a thorough walkaround of every 
car with the customer.

5. Follow up on unsold quotes
This is the easiest way to improve the closing ratio. 90% of 
advisors do not consistently follow up. Those that do stand out 
from the competition.
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2025 DeALeRShIP vISIoN: whAT LIeS AheAD
JaY FerrierO – caPiTaL aUTOMOTive & ScOTT GOrden – cLiFTOnLarSOnaLLen LLP

This session was based on a project started two years ago by AutoTeam America, (a network of US accounting 
firms) that focussed on a simple premise – what should dealers and automotive professionals know today to 
prepare them for the reality of 2025 and beyond.
First and foremost, as in the UK, consolidation continues and there 
appears to be sufficient buyers and sellers in the market place for 
this to continue. The desire of the next generation to carry on the 
family business is mixed and the manufacturers demands for bigger 
and better facilities will find more dealers unwilling to commit the 
capital required when payback is uncertain and long drawn out.

Technical advances in the sales process will accelerate, with less 
and less interaction with sales staff required. Methods of customer 
communication will continue to develop and the sales process 
will be become quicker and more efficient. Your staff will have 
to become more adept in dealing with the different needs of 
Generation Y (1982 to 2000) who are hyper communicative but not 
at a personal level, Generation x (1965 to 1981) and baby boomers 
(1947 to 1963). As a large number of customers are coming in 
further down the sales funnel it will be important to segregate the 
duties of product introduction, research gathering and inventory 
assistance.

As technology facilitates customers being further down the sales 
funnel, the pace of transactions will accelerate and average sales 
per month per salesperson will increase significantly, in the US this 
could increase from the current average of 8-12 vehicles per month 
to 13-18.

An increase of vehicles ‘built to order’ is expected, although this will 
challenge the patience of generation Y customers and distribution 
channels would need to change to facilitate this. Distribution 
methodology will need to utilise stock in transit, pooled stock by 
market area, limited market point customisation of vehicles or 
a combination of several solutions to get the customers desired 
vehicle with minimal dealership involvement.

Greater manufacturer influence will come as they compensate for 
excess production levels by offering greater incentives and back end 
payments. with greater incentives from the manufacturer comes 
greater influence and control on how the dealership conducts its 
business.

Moving on to the used car market, there has to be an acceptance 
that technology has resulted in the commoditisation of used 
vehicles and no longer is any dealership’s stock unique. when similar 
vehicles are available to the customer within a couple of clicks, 
pricing and presentation will be paramount. 

For the service department, growth will come from the increasing 
volume of new car sales we are seeing together with the increase 
in the average vehicles age, the complexity of the systems and 
new propulsion systems that will have limited repair expertise 
in the market place. Remote diagnostics will also assist as the 
manufacturer and dealer are automatically alerted of issues 
and parts automatically ordered for warranty repairs. These 
developments will be to the disadvantage of the independents that 
will shrink in number.

All these developments will be positive for earnings multiples in 
the future, the injection of larger private companies with a lower 
cost of capital and their ability to leverage their presence in the 
marketplace will cause values to rise.
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SeveN hABITS oF hIGhLY PRoFITABLe DeALeRS
chriS BaviS & LeS aBrahaM – nada acadeMY

This was a highly attended presentation with all three sessions having to turn delegates away due to capacity 
restraint in the lecture rooms. The session was based on NADA research into the top 1% of their dealer groups 
and so reflected the very best that was going on in the market.
1. Process driven

Number one ‘must haves’ is a culture that is process driven, top 
dealers operate in an environment where process is not optional 
and the key driver was the discipline to sustain the policies. It is 
not so important that they are well defined, but dealers should 
foster employee ownership, explain their vision and involve their 
teams in the design and articulation of their processes.

2. Manage their inventories
‘Almost every challenge and opportunity can be traced to 
an inventory’. here the session focussed on NADA produced 
KPI’s, for example the parts department which in their view 
produces more net profit than any other department (8.6%). 
obsolescence was analysed and 50% comes from special order 
parts not actually fitted to a vehicle, dealers were recommended 
to name and shame the people in their teams responsible for 
ordering the parts, produce league tables and solve the issues 
that were causing the problems. The session also urged dealers to 
achieve a three day turn around for reconditioning used cars and 
focus on retailing more of their cars that they have traditionally 
traded.

3. Forecast
Set monthly expectations, drill down to individual levels and 
monitor regularly through the month to set corrective actions to 
ensure you hit targets.

4. Retain their customers
 The session urged dealers to see how much more vehicle leasing 
they could do with their customers to ensure they returned every 
two or three years. In addition exceptional customer service 
needed to be provided with no shortcuts or gimmicks but a 
commitment to convenient workshop hours, with open menu 
pricing.

5. Retain their employees
NADA research has shown that there is direct correlation 
between retention of staff and productivity measured as a gross 
per employee, however in the US auto industry average retention 
rate is only 55%. It is important that dealers do not just set out 
what and how they do business but also why.

6. Invest in training
Again NADA research showed a direct correlation between 
profits and the amount of time and effort dealers invested in 
training their people and it was clear that giving employees a 
clear career path and room to advance was a differentiator for 
the top performing groups.

7. embrace technology
The key here was for technology to amplify and enhance 
processes and strategies rather than let it drive your business. 
The importance of your cRM and the fact that customer 
lists could be your most valuable asset, so ensure there was 
full dealership-wide commitment to data collection and 
management.
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BeST IDeAS AND PRAcTIceS FRoM NADA 20 GRoUPS
Brad LawSOn and MarK rOGerS – nada 20 GrOUP

Brad and Mark sit on the NADA 20 group committee. They meet with dealers on a regular basis to discuss best 
practise and what dealers have implemented successfully in their dealership.

•	 cross train for key positions.

•	 Teach customers about fuel economy when they buy a car: This 
will create value for the customer, will help save them money 
and lead to increased retention rate.

•	 call to action – A website must: what are you doing to get the 
customer to click and come into your site. Use the heat map 
functionality on your website to see what is working and not 
working.

•	 Scan away your old documents: Use technology to clean up 
your back room. everything should be scanned and stored 
electronically until you need it.

•	 Dedicated online service portal: This to be available 24hrs a 
day and requires no human interaction. Allows appointment 
bookings, customers can select from a service menu, allows 
accessibility to progress of the vehicle whilst being serviced and a 
review of final billing and provides a link to pay online.

•	 Benefits of service contracts: Make sure the customer knows how 
much they saved as a result of the plan.

•	 Used vehicle ageing: The ageing starts from the day it starts in 
service for reconditioning. Aim for a three day turnaround to 
getting the vehicle on the forecourt.

Some of these best ideas are detailed further below:

•	 create a social media policy for staff: we are aware of the 
damage disgruntled customers can do to our reputation. It’s 
possible an employee could create even more harm online.

•	 customer retention after sale: create a preferred customer 
programme that provides value and encourages return visits. 
This could include company specific credit cards pre-loaded to a 
spendable limit at the point of origin and branded for the dealer 
group or preferred customer eligible discounts.

•	 encourage customer reviews with a landing page: Make it as easy 
and as accessible as possible for the customer.

•	 Brand your dealership in the community: Pull together staff to 
brainstorm ideas that put your name and logo on people’s hands 
at community events.

•	 Flat screens with your own Tv programming: They provide 
continually changing messages that printed materials and 
posters cannot.

•	 Google: Tomorrow’s rules may not be today’s. can you afford 
to miss the latest changes to your page listing and ranking. 
Someone at the dealership should monitor the position and 
ranking daily. 

•	 Fix a fixed cost: Implement utility cost controls. Implement 
climate and energy controls in the dealership.

•	 Increase the use of videos: Use this medium for personalising 
messages to your customers, sales consultants should learn the 
art of video-chat and even provide a walk-around of a potential 
care for a customer.
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who LeT The DATA oUT? – AvoID SecURITY ThReATS
devOn BrYan – SeniOr direcTOr cLienT SecUriTY adP & rUSSeLL GranT – vP OF SaLeS J&L MarKeTinG

‘Your customer data could be your most valuable asset and you should protect it’ began Russell Grant and he 
then said that the two most common data security fears of dealer groups were the loss of customer lists to 
competitors when a salesman left the business and the risks from vendor access to your data.

common security mistakes dealers made included:

•	 Poor background checks for new employees

•	 Poor training on company policies for data access, security and 
password setting

•	 Poor access and security controls across all systems including 
email, cRM, DMS, intranet and social media

•	 Inadequate password policies

•	 Data protection issues with regard to firewalls, virtual private 
networking, anti virus software, anti spam and back up routines

•	 weak procedures when employees left the business.

As a minimum Devon referred delegates to a NADA dealer data 
checklist which is a useful reminder of areas to consider:

•	 Know and understand who is in your system and what they have 
access to

•	 Understand and control remote access issues

•	 consider implementing a strict data ‘push’ system for sharing 
data

•	 Implement password/access controls

•	 Understand ‘P2P’

•	  consider benefits for segregating your data

•	  Understand your ‘do not call’ and ‘can spam’ opt out procedures

•	  work with oeMs and others to limit exposure

•	  Understand privacy implications on your social media efforts

•	  confirm that your privacy notice is accurate.

Russell said that the most important point was for dealers to be 
aware of the risks and at the very least make a start on a data 
security review, he suggested the use of internships to carry out 
initial work. Devon also advised that ADP had information on their 
website at www.adP.com\trust that dealers would find useful.
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ThINK LIKe A ThIeF
TiM O’cOnnOr – FederaTed MUTUaL inSUrance cOMPanY

Tim stated that 70% of thefts are made by the dealership’s own employees. The thought of theft in a dealership 
only helps to decrease morale, makes employees feel victimised and gives a feeling that the dealership is out of 
control.

Financial statement fraud 

overvaluing or undervaluing assets and liabilities. examples being:

•	 omit or alter expenses or inaccurately valuing assets or liabilities 
to increase net income

•	 Failure to disclose important information

•	 Recording expenses in the wrong accounting period.

corruption

Includes side agreements between the employee and customers and 
suppliers. examples being:

•	 Illegal gratuities and kickbacks

•	 conflict of interest.

Prevention – what can be done?
•	 Strong message from the top – Strong business ethics by senior 

management

•	 hiring practices – Spend time and money to ensure you hire 
quality employees

•	 Strong internal controls – These will keep your finances 
organised, easy to follow and up to date and will allow you to 
quickly identify and fraudulent practices

•	 constantly monitor and review your internal controls

•	 Prosecute suspected criminal offenders.

examples of Internal controls to counteract fraud
•	 Divide tasks that involve financial activities among multiple 

employees

•	 consolidate your bank accounts

•	 eliminate petty cash

•	 conduct random stock checks

•	 Limit access to areas of the computer and accounting system.

•	 have authority limits that match an employee’s level of 
authority

•	 carefully review expenses and supporting vouchers.

warning signs of fraudsters
This can be split between employee warning signs and business 
indicators:

employee warning signs

•	 Living beyond means

•	 Under financial stress

•	 change in attitude/behaviours

•	 Unusual relationships with drivers or suppliers

•	 Never takes a holiday

Business indicators

•	 Required documentation missing, altered or ignored

•	 Deposits are late or cheques remain outstanding.

•	 company cheques bounce

•	 Receipts are not reconciling with deposits.

•	 high stock losses or returns

•	 Level of customer complaints.

If a dealer is making a 1% margin, then for every £1,000 stolen the 
dealer needs to make an additional £100,000 sales.

The biggest increasing theft is cyber theft with instances such as 
people gaining access to staff e mail, building up relationships and 
then taking advantage of this to divert money. In order to protect 
against this Tim suggested:

•	 No personal use of company computers

•	 Procure cyber liability insurance

•	 ensure the IT department are charged with key security 
responsibilities.

employee fraud and theft – Risk management
Most employees feel they know their staff well. however most of 
employee fraud are not committed by criminal, but rather by good, 
hardworking people, who due to unexpected circumstance feel they 
have no other option.

In the US, companies lose an estimated 7% of their annual revenues 
to fraud. The average loss being $175,000 and the average length of 
the fraud being 24 months from the time the fraud started.

A lack of adequate internal controls was the most commonly cited 
factor that allowed fraud to occur.

Types of fraud
Theft 

Involves disappearance or misuse of company cash, stock or other 
assets. This is the most common type of fraud. examples being:

•	 Stealing assets from the parts dept

•	 Ghost employees on the payroll

•	 Fraudulent expense claims

•	 Double billing a customer or paying for goods never rendered.
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Be ANTI SocIAL AND wIN!
B J MendLeSOn – aUThOr & T neidOrF – rOSS direcT diGiTaL

An interesting alternative view to the value of social media, compared to most if not all of the other 
presentations and exhibitors on the convention floor. Mendleson warned the audience that in reality there was 
a lot of hype and not much substance to the buzzwords the marketplace is full of.

In particular so called ‘influencers’ do not exist the way social 
marketers portray them, going ‘viral’ rarely happens organically. You 
often have to pay, beware of claims for numbers ‘twitter followers’ 
– They are useless unless they are your customers and actual 
followers can be purchased cheaply on ebay (25,000 for c$250), ‘Big 
Data’ is currently everyone’s favourite buzzword, but just to have it 
is pointless and ‘engagement’ is really hard to define and measure 
but everyone uses the word.

Mendleson drew attention to a number of social media ‘truths’

•	 walmart, Nordstrom, Gap and a number of others closed their 
facebook stores due to lack of business

•	 core YouTube views are between 11-17 years of age 

•	 67% of active social media users do not follow a company

•	  You have better chance of winning the lottery than your video 
going viral

•	  71% of tweets are unnoticed

•	  Asia Pacific dominates in web traffic and social media users, so 
beware of claims of UK market potential.

That said being anti-social is not about abandoning the medium, 
it is about sifting through what it is, which is a place where people 
want to gather to exchange ideas, thoughts, opinions, videos, 
photos and events in their lives. So be realistic of what you will get 
from social media: Interaction and equity.

The presentation then concluded with four steps to effectively 
execute social media at the dealership:

1. hire your own internet marketer to produce relevant content 
that is attractive to your visitors, then test measure and tweak 
your activity

2. Really find out who your customer is and where they socialise, 
make use of surveys and small focus groups to get inside their 
heads

3. with your twitter content, get customers investment in you and 
use Twitter to make press contacts (who love the medium) to 
spread your word

4. Test and verify your websites and marketing collateral, ask 
people what they think and then test again:

a. Measure and adjust 

b. click through web

c. Amount of pages

d. Time spent on site (most important).
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DIGITAL ReTAIL SecReTS oF The ToP 1%
aLi MendiOLa – ManaGer deaLerTracK TechnOLOGieS

SecReT advaNTaGe

INTeRNeT-SavvY SHoPPeRS waNT To do moRe oNlINe, NoT SPeNd 
moRe TIme oNlINe

Average buyers spend ten hours online compared to 3.75 offline and will use around 
18 sources of info, but only visit one to two dealers before making their purchase.

STAY coMPeTITIve oNLINe wITh 
A BeTTeR ShoPPING exPeRIeNce; 
NoT JUST oN PRIce

YoUR oNlINe SHowRoom IS jUST aS ImPoRTaNT aS YoUR IN-SToRe 
SHowRoom

So audit your online showroom, document all links, forms and applications, check 
not to many options/buttons, evaluate mthly payment calculators and trade in 
appraisal tools then review site to store business process.

•	 Audit RoI – estimate return on investment

•	 what is your average website lead to close

•	 what is your average time on site rate

•	 what is you bounce rate.

oPTIMISING YoUR SITe heLPS 
Move YoUR weBSITe PAST BASIc 
LeAD GeNeRATIoN INTo DeAL 
GeNeRATIoN

GIve coNSUmeRS THe aUTomoTIve SHoPPING exPeRIeNce FoR wHIcH 
THeY aRe looKING FoR

Build your digital retailing website:

•	 Use and promote ‘search by payment tools’

•	 offer comparisons of new and used options

•	 Use side-by-side comparison tool

•	 offer accurate loan and lease payments and trade in offers

•	 Build a bridge between online and in-store and F&I process.

wheN A ShoPPeR KNowS TheY 
cAN AFFoRD The MoNThLY 
PAYMeNT TheY ARe MoRe LIKeLY 
To Move FoRwARD

YoUR oNlINe FIRST coNTacT SHoUld maTcH YoUR IN-SToRe FIRST 
coNTacT

Make sure your online payment calculators includes the following variables – vehicle 
price, down payment, term, lender APR’s, rebates, trade-ins 

DeAL TRANSPAReNcY heLPS 
BUILD TRUST wITh YoUR 
coNSUMeRS

SHIFTING PRe-SaleS oNlINe SaveS eveRYoNe TIme

A good pre-sale experience includes integrating the sales and F&I process into your 
website, including credit application.

DRIvING SeRIoUS AND QUALIFIeD 
BUYeRS To YoUR ShowRooM 
heLPS YoU cLoSe DeALS FASTeR

deal coNveRSaTIoNS wIll NoT woRK wITHoUT aN eSTaBlISHed 
oNlINe To IN-SToRe HaNdoFF – moST ImPoRTaNT SecReT!

Process checklist:

•	 Basic lead routing

•	  Finance deal routing

•	  Scheduling appointments for test drives and checkout.

PRovIDeS A BeTTeR exPeRIeNce 
FoR coNSUMeRS AND 
STReAMLINeS The SALeS PRoceSS 
FoR YoUR STAFF

If you get digital retailing right it can improve the lead to sale 
conversion ratios from an average of 15% to 25% and the 
achievement of the following bench marks:

•	 Six minutes of time on ‘calculate payment’

•	 11% unique visitors submitting leads

•	 49% credit applications submissions

•	 88% lender approval/countered credit applications.
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The digital decision journey is a big influence on what customers 
will buy

oNLINe STRATeGIeS FoR GeNeRATIoN x AND GeNeRATIoN Y BUYeRS 
PaT rYan – ceO MaX diGiTaL 

Pat started by defining who generation x and generation Y are. Generation x are people born between 1965 and 
1981, whilst Generation Y are people who are born between 1982 and 2000.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Learned Online Friends/Family Dealer Pre-Existing
Knowledge

Both classes are of upmost importance to motor retailers, however 
both are markedly different to earlier generations. In previous 
generations the unveiling of a new model or buying a new car was 
a significant event which resulted in many visits to dealerships and 
discussions with the dealership.
In the modern day the information age has introduced so many 
new technologies for young people to obsess over, it means that 
generation Y do not know as much about their cars as the previous 
generations. This is key and has changed the entire retail experience. 
In addition the availability of the internet has reduced interest in 
driving. People are starting to drive later in life, the emphasis on 
public transport has increased and car-sharing is most popular 
between 18-24 years old.
As of 2012 40% of consumers are from Generation Y (note 25% are 
Generation x). It is therefore important dealers are appealing to this 
generation.
As a result of the internet, people are less brand loyal with only 50% 
of all automotive internet users open to any brand at the outset 
of the shopping experience. This increases to 54% for Generation 
Y. 40% of people buy the same car as last time whilst 20% start 
a search knowing what car they will buy. Dealers therefore need 
to review their on line presence to ensure it will optimise any 
opportunities and searches that customers will carry out.
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oNLINe STRATeGIeS FoR GeNeRATIoN x AND GeNeRATIoN Y BUYeRS 
PaT rYan – ceO MaX diGiTaL (continued)

The role of the mobile
 The desktop/laptop remains the primary device used for searching 
for vehicles however in 2013 the use of mobiles (tablets and 
smartphones) totalled more than 50% of internet shopping time. 
This doubled in 2013 and is forecast to double again in 2014. Tablets 
are used to surf for information in the evening and has been called 
‘couch commerce’ and are used for deeper product browsing and 
comparison, with peak usage at 10pm at night. whilst smartphones 
are used to contact the dealer and find the dealership info.

Dealers should be aware of these changes in usage and ensure their 
sites are best set up for today’s consumer. Dealers should ‘play’ with 
their own site on their tablet, to ensure it all works with tablets and 
smartphones.

The new digital road to the sale – what does this all mean?
75% of consumers are now clicking rather than coming into 
your dealership. Five years ago on average consumers visited five 
dealerships, today that has reduced to on average just over one 
dealer visit.

In the past dealerships focussed on their internet department and 
now the focus needs to be on the digital dealership and closing the 
consumer at every point of the digital road to the sale. Dealers need 
to build trust and value through the entire process. however at the 
same time dealers should be aware that 92% of people do not trust 
car salesmen, whilst 65% of Generation Y consumers would prefer 
to purchase a car without negotiating with a salesman

The internet brings transparency and power to the consumer, 
resulting in lower margins for the dealer. Therefore dealers have to 
work harder on building trust and value.

The three strategies to winning the digital road to the sale:

1. Rebuild your dealership around the digital road to the sale

2. The basics of selling start online

3. Must build trust and value at every consumer touch point, 78% 
of consumers buy on value rather than price.

Initial consideration phase

Dealers have limited influence at this stage, however the key focus 
for the dealer is to have a great online stock listing. Make sure 
they are educational and point out differentiators and make sure 
your stock stands out from the crowd. The average purchaser will 
consider three to four cars at the start of a search. The primary 
drivers for the consumer will be personal experience, discussions 
with friends and family and brand reputation.

active evaluation phase

During this phase, the average shopper will increase their vehicles 
under consideration to 6. Big incentive/sales can influence the 
consumer during this phase.

You however should not rely on the number of clicks that you 
receive on your website to define purchase intent. on average one in 
every six clicks lead to a purchase intent.

52% of Gen Y consumers say that a bad experience with a dealership 
would cause them to never buy that brand again. This highlights 
the requirement for strong relationships between dealers and the 
manufacturer.

The digital decision journey has three phases

2. ACTIVE EVALUATION

LOYALTY LOOP

3. PURCHASE 
PHASE

1. INITIAL 
CONSIDERATION 

SET

TRIGGER
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BUY/SeLLS Do’S AND DoN’T’S IN ToDAY’S MARKeT
erin Tenner – aTTOrneY and erin KerriGan – ManaGinG direcTOr The PreSidiO GrOUP LLc

Before going to market – Seller
You must know what your business is worth and know the number 
you would sell for.

The following internal factors that determine your dealership’s 
value:

1. current earnings (adjusted)

2. Potential earnings

3. Property values

4. Marketing process.

The following external factors that determine your dealership’s value

1. Industry conditions

2. Manufacturer performance

3. Financial markets

4. Domestic economy.

In addition, you should be aware of where we are in the dealership 
value cycle. As dealership profits increase then the goodwill 
multiples will increase, whilst if profits start to slow then this would 
indicate that goodwill multiples are at their peak.

calculation of the goodwill multiple
•	 This is based upon current adjusted earnings rather than historic 

or future projections

•	 Assumes average dealership financial performance

•	 Based upon transactions that we have seen in the marketplace 
and view of a franchisors future performance.

what could cause a higher multiple?

•	 Underperforming sites – Buyers will pay a higher multiple if they 
know there will be significant growth

•	 Strong market and major metro locations

what could cause a multiple to be lower?

•	 over performing stores

•	 Real estate issues.

Seller do – Prepare your business for sale
erin explained the various actions sellers should undertake

•	 Review prior year financials

•	 clean up aged stock

•	 Take care of legal matters

•	 Understand any tax implications

•	 Prepare real estate

•	 Secure long term leases

•	 Decide which key employees will be involved in the process.

Sellers don’ts

•	 enter long term contracts

•	 Start new marketing programmes

•	 Start major building projects

•	 Make major management changes

•	 ‘Test the market’.

Going to market – Buyer
The buyer should

•	 Analyse the deal – what improvements could you make

•	 Act quickly as it is a seller’s market currently.

The buyers should not

•	 Breach confidentiality

•	 Look at deals that don’t work for your plan

•	 Ruin your ‘buyer’ reputation

•	 Rely solely on dealer maths – You should know the value you 
want, not just the price.

Structuring the deal
There are two different types of deals, share sale or asset sale. erin 
explained the benefits of each sale below:

Share transfer

•	 Best for seller

•	 All assets and liabilities are sold

•	 This is required if only a partial sale is to be completed

•	 only capital gains tax for the seller.

asset transfer

•	 Better for buyer

•	 Buyer can ‘choose’ what assets it acquires

•	 Buyer can benefit from tax deduction on the amortisation of 
goodwill.
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PRevIoUS  //  Home

MALCOLM THIXTON
head OF MOTOr reTaiL 
T:  +44 (0)23 8088 1895 
e:  malcolm.thixton@bdo.co.uk

STEVE LE BAS
direcTOr, BUSineSS aSSUrance 
T:  +44 (0)23 8088 1906 
e:  steve.lebas@bdo.co.uk

HOw wE CAN HELp yOu
If you would like further information about this publication or our 
specialist knowledge of the retail sector, please contact:

http://www.bdo.co.uk
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